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ABSTRACT
T
The bay of Saint-Jeann-de-Luz (Frannce) is partiallyy closed by thhree ancient brreakwaters: Soocoa, Artha annd Sainte-Barbbe,
u
Damagee to the concreete
made of conccrete vertical sstructures protected by mouunds of paralllelepipedic 20m3 concrete units.
structures havve been obserrved (cracks aand holes), toogether with hholes in the m
mound of unitss. Different sttudies are beinng
performed inn order to bettter understandd the processes involved inn the evolutioon of the obsserved damagee. In particulaar,
physical moddel testing of the Artha andd Socoa breakkwaters was performed
p
at 11/30 scale at tthe Laboratorry of ARTELIIA
(Grenoble, Frrance) to assess the hydraullic stability off the mound, m
measure the ovvertopping disscharges and bbuild a databaase
of pressures aand forces indduced by the iincoming wavves strongly brreaking onto tthe mound of units and imppacting the waall.
Under the tessted conditionns, the walls w
were severely oovertopped (upp to 360l/s/m mean discharrge at Socoa) aand the mounnds
suffered limitted damage (m
max. 2% of diisplaced units)). Wave-inducced pressures were
w
generallyy highest at thhe bottom of thhe
wall and maxximum pressuures up to 9600 mbar (modeel) were recorrded on the A
Artha wall. Thhe recorded values
v
are to bbe
compared to existing similaar test results at a different scale
s
(1/60) foor conversion tto prototype.
wave impacts, sstability, overttopping.
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del tests
Contextt of the study and objectivees of the mod

The bayy of Saint-Jeann-de-Luz (Frannce), located 20km eastwarrd of the Spannish border, iss an oval-shapped bay, 15000m
long, 1000m wide (see Figgure 1). The bbay is partiallyy closed by thrree ancient brreakwaters (Fiigures 1 and 2):
2 Socoa, Arthha
and Sainte-Barbe, named aafter the rockyy shallows theyy were built uupon, the Artha breakwater at the end of tthe 19th centurry,
the other twoo breakwaters at the end of the
t 18th centurry. The breakw
waters, made oof concrete veertical walls (112m wide, 8.55m
high wall in the case of the Artha brreakwater) prootected by moounds of randdomly-placed parallelepipeedic 50t (20m
m3)
m,
concrete unitts, are key struuctures for thee protection of the bay agaiinst storm waves (offshore 100-year wavve Hm0=16.9m
Tp=20s) and as such are innspected on a vvery regular baasis and extennsively surveyeed.
Recent ssurveys were carried out to assess in detaail the damagee caused by thhe storm wavees breaking onn the structurees.
During storm
ms, units are diisplaced with tthe mound or extracted from
m the mound, and holes forrm in the proteecting mound of
units. Over thhe past decades, yearly maintenance of tthe breakwateers has consistted in placing new units onn the mound: 330
units are imm
mersed each ssummer, at high tide, whenn wave agitatiion allows. Inn addition to tthe formation of holes in thhe
protecting moound, severe cracks
c
and fracctures in the cooncrete walls are observed and
a regularly repaired.
Differennt studies – in situ measurem
ments, numerrical modellingg, physical moodelling – aree being perforrmed in order to
better understtand the proceesses involvedd in the evoluttion of the obsserved damagee. The wave fl
flume tests preesented here aiim
at building a database of m
measured impaact pressures aand forces indduced on the w
wall of the Arttha and Socoaa breakwaters (2
waves breakinng onto the moound of 50t cooncrete units. The study alsso includes ann analysis of thhe
models) by thhe incoming w
hydraulic stabbility of the cooncrete units aand measurem
ments of wave overtopping
o
ddischarges at thhe crest of the breakwaters.
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Figure 1. Left: satellite view, oriented
d North, of the bay of Saint-Jeean-de-Luz-Cib
boure (source:: Google Earth). The bay is
partially cloosed by (from West
W to East) tthe Socoa, the Artha
A
(detacheed) and the Saiinte-Barbe breaakwaters. Righ
ht: aerial view,,
oriented Eaast, of the Socoa (on the foregground) and Arrtha (backgrou
und) breakwateers, with their respective con
ncrete wall and
protectingg mound of con
ncrete units, an
nd part of the b
bay of Saint-Jeaan-de-Luz-Cib
boure on the rigght hand side oof the picture
(sourcce: Conseil Gén
néral 64).

Figure 2. Aeerial view of th
he Artha (North
h, on the foregground) and Soocoa (South, on
n the backgroun
nd) breakwateers, showing 500t
concrette units displacced onto the parapet of the Arrtha breakwateer after a storm
m in 1951 (sourrce: Conseil Géénéral 64).
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Description of the models

The model tests were performed in one of the wave flumes of the Hydraulic Laboratory of ARTELIA, in Pont-deClaix, near Grenoble (France). The flume is 1m wide, 41m long (effective length of 31m), 2m high and is equipped with a
flap-type wave paddle oscillating around a buried transverse horizontal axis driven by a hydraulic jack. Waves up to 26cm
and peak periods ranging between 0.7 and 3.5s can be generated, for a maximum water depth at the generator of 1.4m. The
flume is also equipped with the Active Wave Absorption (AWA) system developed by the Canadian Hydraulics Centre,
allowing for the real-time absorption of the waves reflected by the tested structure back to the paddle.
Both models were built at 1/30 scale based on Froude scaling. A simplified non-erodible bathymetric profile was built
with plywood segments fitting the seabed slope variations from -24mCD close to the wave paddle up to -10 and -7.5m CD
respectively for Artha and Socoa at the toe of the breakwater (see seabed profile and model set-up in Figure 3). The
simplified cross-sections considered for model construction are shown in Figure 4, and consist of the following:
•

•

•

For the Artha and Socoa breakwaters respectively: 11m and 5.8m wide walls, at resp. +8.30 and +8.80mCD,
with risberms on both sides. The seaside risberms are 6.5m and 3.5m wide respectively, at +3.50 mCD both.
The leeside risberms are 4m and 3m wide resp., at resp. +2.20 and +2.50mCD. The complete walls (including
the risberms) are modelled with PVC.
The walls are set on a core made of compacted quarry run (1-500 kg), with 4/3 slopes on both sides, modelled
according to the Froude scaling law and removing the finest fraction of the material in order to prevent a
cohesive behaviour on the model. The bay side slope of the core is protected on the model in order to prevent
overtopping-induced damage and slope erosion.
The sea side of each breakwater includes a mound made of 20m3 concrete armour units, randomly placed
directly in front of the core. The mound crest level is approx. +1.26 and +2.00mCD resp. for the Artha and
Socoa breakwater, over a distance of resp. 39 and 25m (resp. 1.30 and 0.83m on the model).

Figure 3. 2D model set-up, example of the Artha breakwater model (WG: wave gauges). Details of the tested sections are shown
in the figures below.

Figure 4. Cross-section of the modelled Artha – top – and Socoa – bottom – breakwaters (distances and elevations in meters
prototype).
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With the aim of measuring with accuracy the impact pressures induced by the breaking waves, the walls were
instrumented with a vertical array of four high sensitivity piezoelectric pressure sensors (see Figure 5, sensors in red on the
picture on the left), “S5” to “S8” from top to bottom, with a resonant frequency ≥ 60kHz, resolution of 0.69Pa and low
frequency response ≥ 0.5Hz. As a complement, an array of four silicon piezoresistive sensors (bright grey sensors on the
picture below), with a resonant frequency ≥ 10kHz (thus not adequate to measure the phenomena of impact loads here in
study), was deployed in parallel of the piezoelectric sensors for measuring the non-impulsive loads. Six-component load
cells were also installed for measuring forces and moments on a slot of the crowing wall, but the measurement range of the
cells was too wide and the signal to noise ratio too high for the quality of the measurements to be fully satisfactory. In the
following, only the measurements conducted with the piezoelectric pressure sensors will be presented.
Waves in the flume are measured using a total of 8 capacitive gauges (see Figure 3): a three-gauge array close to the
paddle for the AWA system, a three-gauge array used as reference gauges at -22 and -19mCD respectively for the Artha and
Socoa breakwaters, and two intermediate gauges at -19 and -16mCD for Artha, and at -15 and -9mCD for Socoa.
Direct observations of wave overtopping were made during the tests, and the mean wave overtopping discharge was
measured. The overtopping water volume was collected in a tray placed behind the structure and weighed at the end of the
test, and the mean wave overtopping discharge (l/m/s) was derived by dividing the total overtopping volume by the total test
duration. The water was collected using a PVC plate placed onto the structure’s crest.

Figure 5. Front view of the instrumented wall of the Artha breakwater model (vertical grey sensor: piezo-resistive sensors,
vertical red: piezo-electric sensors, circular array: load cells).

2.1 Testing procedure and test programme
For each of the two models, on the Artha and the Socoa breakwaters, three series of tests were performed. The first test
series consisted of 9 regular wave tests, of a duration of 2mn (model time) each, corresponding to approx. 40 waves. The
sampling frequency for pressures and forces was 10kHz (model). For the Artha model, the second test series consisted of 9
irregular wave tests, of a duration of 3h (prototype time) each, and 3 complementary 6h long tests. The sampling frequency
for pressures and forces was 5kHz (model) for the 3h tests and 10kHz for the 6h tests. For the Socoa model, the second test
series consisted of 9 irregular wave tests, 6h long, with sampling frequency of 10kHz. The third test series consisted in
repeating the previous 9 (3h long) tests for verifying the hydraulic stability of the concrete units forming the mound in front
of the parapet.
The tests were conducted considering three values of still water level: +4.30, +5.10 and +5.25mCD, corresponding
respectively to the mean high water spring level, the 10-year and the 100-year return period water level. For each water
level three peak periods were considered: 16, 18 and 20s. The tests were performed on variable wave heights, corresponding
to the maximum wave heights that could be generated at the considered scale in the considered facility for the considered
water level. During the irregular wave tests on the Artha model, the recorded (incident) significant wave heights at the
reference gauge (WG4, se Figure 3) at -22mCD ranged between 4.7 and 7.0m, and the (total) maximum wave heights
ranged between 8.7 and 12.1m. During the irregular wave tests on the Socoa breakwater, the recorded (incident) significant
wave heights at the reference gauge at -19mCD ranged between 3.6 and 5.7m, and the (total) maximum wave heights
ranged between 6.6 and 11.5m.
Pressure and force measurements were carried out simultaneously for the full set of channels: 8 channels for pressures,
1 for the horizontal force, 1 for the overturning moment (>2Gb of data per irregular wave test for 6 channels with 10kHz
sampling frequency). The measured time series were stored and analysed using the WaveLab software developed by the
Aalborg University for data acquisition and analysis. The recorded signals were verified and a statistical analysis was
performed to derive mean and maximum values, as well as representative statistical values such as P1/3, P1/10… resp. the
average value of the highest third and tenth of the recorded values. Wave measurements were carried out at 25Hz
simultaneously for the 8 deployed gauges and analysed in the temporal and frequency domains to assess the main sea state
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parameters of interest. The hydraulic stability of the concrete units was assessed through direct observations of the model,
supported by photographs made systematically before and after each test. Damage was quantified by counting the number
of units displaced during the test from their original position in the mound. Prior to the tests for pressure and force
measurements, the concrete units were covered with wire mesh in order to prevent any unit displacement onto the
instrumented wall.
3

Results of the tests

Most waves are seen to break onto the crest of the mound of concrete units, and the walls undergo repeated impacts
induced by these breaking waves (see Figure 6). The variations in the initial water level (+4.30, +5.10 and +5.25mCD)
significantly influence the propagation and breaking of the waves on the mound of units (top level of the mound: +1.3 and
+2.0mCD for the Artha and Socoa breakwaters respectively). A limited number of waves break on the foreshore prior to
reaching the structures. Figure 7 illustrates wave propagation and breaking on the structure (example of the Socoa
breakwater), for the intermediate water level (+5.10mCD) and regular waves of different periods (16, 18, 20s) and heights
(8.2, 9.3, 10.5m). The indicated wave heights are those measured at the reference gauge in front of the structure at -19mCD.

Figure 6. Side view of the model of the Artha breakwater during regular wave testing (measurement of pressures and forces on
the wall), water level: +4.30mCD, T=16s, H=6m.

Under the tested hydrodynamic conditions, the mound suffered limited damage, with approx. 2% of the units displaced
from their original position in the mound, and a few units rocking under wave action. In particular, no units were displaced
upward to the top of the wall by the incoming waves. The units initially located on the seaward slope of the mound are
displaced downward to the seabed, the units initially located on the crest of the mound are displaced leeward by the
breaking waves to the toe of the wall. The waves breaking onto the mound induce numerous white water overtopping
events, and occasional green water overtopping events for the +5.10 and +5.25mCD water level tests. Very significant mean
overtopping discharges were measured: maximum values of 100, 150 and 170l/s/m were recorded for the Artha breakwater
for the +4.30, +5.10 and +5.25mCD water level tests respectively, and 160, 174 and 240l/s/m respectively for the Socoa
breakwater.
The complex interaction between the structure and the incoming waves, strongly breaking onto the protecting mound
of units, with 3D effects related to the 3D arrangement of the concrete units, leads to complex signals of wave-induced
pressures and forces and no clear trends in the obtained results. Figure 8 shows the time series of recorded pressure in mbar
(model) at 10kHz at sensor S8 for the regular wave test performed with a water level of 5.25mCD, a period of 18s and an
incident wave height at -20mCD in front of the structure of 8.8m. For a clearer illustration of the recorded pressure peaks
Figure 9 shows a zoom of the previous signal over 0.7s around time instant 88s and the different phases in the wave-induced
impact on the wall including the very short duration impulsive phase. The time series shown in Figure 9 corresponds to the
recorded pressure (at 25kHz) in mbar (model) at sensor S8 for the irregular wave test performed with a water level of
+5.25mCD, a peak period of 16s and an incident wave height at -20mCD in front of the structure of 5.5m. Both
measurements were made on the Artha breakwater model.
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Figure 7. Side view of the model of the Socoa breakwater during regular wave testing (measurement of pressures and forces on
the wall), water level: +5.10mCD, T=16s, H=8.2m (top), T=18s, H=9.3m (center), T=20s, H=10.5 (bottom). The mound of concrete
units (on the left) is covered by a wire mesh in order to prevent unit extractions during the tests. The rear side slope (on the right)
is also protected to prevent slope erosion and failure induced by overtopping waves.
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Figure 8. Tim
me series of reccorded pressurres, Artha breaakwater model,, regular wave test, water level: +5.25mCD,, T=18s, inciden
nt
H=8.88m, bottom sen
nsor (S8).

Figure 9. Tim
me series of reccorded pressurres, Artha breaakwater model,, regular wave test, water level: +5.25mCD,, T=18s, inciden
nt
H=8.88m, bottom sen
nsor (S8).

Figure 10. Time series off recorded presssures, Artha b
breakwater moodel, irregular wave
w
test, wateer level: +5.25m
mCD, Tp=16s,
incident Hs=5.5m, bottom
m sensor (S8).
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The recoorded pressurees are, in geneeral but not forr all tests, maxximum at the ttransducer loccated at the botttom of the waall
(“S8”, see Figure 5). Figurre 11 below shhows the maxximum recordeed pressures aat the four trannsducers overr the wall heigght
during the thrree tests conduucted on the A
Artha breakwaater model witth a water level of +5.25mC
CD and a sam
mpling frequenccy
of 10kHz, veersus the inciident significaant wave heigght at the refeerence gauge in front of thhe structure. T
The maxima of
recorded presssures are not obtained for thhe four sensorrs under the saame conditionss of water leveel and incidennt waves.

Figure 11. R
Recorded maxiimum pressurees at the four trransducers S5 (top sensor) too S8 (bottom seensor) over the wall height forr
the three testss performed on
n the Artha breeakwater modeel with a waterr level of +5.25m
mCD and variaable peak perioods and incident
sign
nificant wave h
heights.

In the caase of the Arthha breakwaterr model, the hiighest maximuum recorded ppressure over tthe test series (over the initiial
9 tests, 3h lonng, with samppling frequenccy of 5kHz) is 728mbar (moodel) at the boottom transduccer (S8, see Fiigure 5), for thhe
test on the inttermediate waater level (+5.110mCD) and iintermediate vvalue of peak pperiod (18s), aand for an inciident significaant
wave height aat -22.0mCD of 6.2m (totall maximum wave height of 11.6m). Whenn increasing thhe duration off the test from
m3
to 6h (protottype), and thee sampling freequency from
m 5 to 10kHz (model), the recorded maximum pressuure at the sam
me
transducer foor similar testt conditions (+5.10mCD, T
Tp=18s, Hmaxx=11.6m, incident Hs=5.9m
m) increased up to 860mbbar
(model). Durring this samee test the recoorded maximuum pressure aat sensor S6, located 64mm
m above S5, is even higheer,
960mbar. Unnder regular wave conditionss, the recordedd maximum pressure is 3955mbar, at the bbottom transduucer, for the teest
on the low waater level (+4..30mCD), shortest period (116s) and incideent wave heighht of 10m at -222mCD.
Figure 112 shows the ddistribution off the peak presssures obtainedd through the post-processinng of the recoorded signals ffor
the three finaal tests (“B10”” to “B12”) coonducted on tthe +5.25mCD
D water level with a sampliing frequency of 10kHz. Onne
can read on thhe graph repreesentative statiistical values of
o peak pressuure for differennt probabilitiees of occurrencce. For instancce,
P0.001, whicch correspondss to the pressuure value exceeeded by one w
wave over 10000, ranges bettween 390 andd 740mbar at S
S8
(bottom sensoor), and betweeen 200 and 3110 at S5 (top ssensor).

Figure 12. Statistical disttribution of thee recorded peaak pressures du
uring the threee tests performeed on the Arth
ha breakwater
water level of +5.25mCD,
+
sam
mpling frequen
ncy of 10kHz, vvariable peak p
periods and inccident significaant wave heights.
model with a w
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Figure 13. Statistical distribution of thee recorded peak
k pressures on the Socoa breaakwater modell for the full seet of conducted
water level set tto +4.30 (top, 3 tests), +5.10 (ccenter, 3 tests) and +5.25mCD
D (bottom, 3 teests).
teests, with the w
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A preliminary calculation was performed with a VOF model of a simplified cross-section of the Artha breakwater in
order to provide numerical data of wave-induced pressures on the wall for comparison with the measurements. The
simulation was conducted on the maximum water level to be tested, +5.25mCD, and regular wave conditions with H=10m
at the reference location of -22mCD and T=20s. The numerical model is mono-phase and thus cannot account for air
entrapment and impulsive loading as observed on the physical model. Maximum pressures between 40 and 63mbar were
calculated over the wall height, with a peak of pressure located slightly above the still water level. The maximum pressures
obtained on the physical model for similar conditions of wave and water level vary between 53 and 148mbar (thus up to 2.3
times the calculated values), with increasing values to the bottom. Similarly, pre-calculations of wave-induced pressures
were conducted with the Goda (1974) and Takahashi et al. (1994) formulae, even if these formulae were not developed to
cover situations of impulsive loading as the present one, and yielded pressure values underestimated by a factor of 2 to 3
compared to the model results.
Figure 13 shows the results of frequency distribution of peak pressures for the full set of tests performed on the Socoa
breakwater model (9 tests in total). The recorded pressures on the Socoa breakwater model are in general lower than those
recorded on the Artha breakwater model, due in particular to greater depth-limitation effects leading to lower incident wave
heights at the Socoa structure’s toe. As can be seen in Figure 13, the maximum “P0.001” values for instance (pressure value
exceeded by 1 wave over 1000) range between 440 (for the +5.10mCD water level) and 460mbar (for the +5.25mCD water
level), while P0.001 reached values up to 740mbar in the case of the Artha breakwater. As for the Artha breakwater model,
higher maximum pressures are recorded, generally but not systematically, when the water level is highest. The highest value
of maximum pressure at the Socoa wall over the entire test series is 667mbar (model) at the bottom transducer, for the test
on the lowest water level (+4.30mCD), shortest peak period (16s), and for an incident significant wave height at -19.0mCD
of 5.5m (total maximum wave height of 11.5m). Under regular wave conditions, the recorded maximum pressure is
361mbar, at the bottom transducer, for the test on the highest water level (+5.25mCD), highest period (20s) and incident
wave height of 9.5m at -19mCD.
4

Conclusions

The physical model tests on the Artha and Socoa breakwaters protecting the bay of Saint-Jean-de-Luz in Southwestern
France were carried out with the aim of a better understanding of the hydrodynamic conditions affecting the stability of the
structures and in particular the structural integrity of the concrete wall. The pressures and forces exerted on the breakwaters’
concrete walls under storm conditions are complex to assess empirically or numerically, and measurements on scale models
were needed to assess such pressures induced by the waves strongly breaking onto the mound of concrete units protecting
the walls. The quantification of the wave-induced pressures, at least in order of magnitude, aims at defining more adapted
and efficient means for repairing, or preventing, the observed damage.
Under the tested conditions, the walls crowning the two breakwaters are submitted to strong impact loads induced by
the waves breaking onto the large mound of 20m3 concrete units placed in front of the walls. Breaking wave-induced
pressures up to 960mbar (model value) were recorded on the wall of the Artha breakwater model (670mbar as a maximum
on the wall of the Socoa breakwater model). The tests have also allowed for the assessment of the hydraulic stability of the
breakwaters: the damage to the mound of units was found to be limited, with approx. 2% of displaced units, most of them
being displaced on the crest of the mound by breaking waves. Occasional green water and numerous white water
overtopping were observed, and mean discharges up to 360l/s/m (prototype value) were measured at the crest of the Socoa
breakwater model (170l/s/m as a maximum at the crest of the Artha breakwater model).
Similar tests were conducted at a different scale, on 1/60 models, with the aim of producing additional results of impact
pressures and forces. The comparison of the two datasets, at 1/30 and 1/60 scales, should allow for a proper conversion of
the measured peak pressures to prototype using both Froude and Cauchy scaling laws. In addition to the physical model
studies, the structures will be instrumented and in situ measurements will be carried out and compared to the model results.
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